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“1992 is not a year on which I shall look back with undiluted pleasure.. it 

has turned out to be an 

annus horribilis” This was 

a quote made by Queen 

Elizabeth II after a really 

nasty series of events,  
scandals and controversies 

were experienced by the 

British royal family that year.  
     All of us can identify in 

our own way with the queen 

when looking back on the 

2020 impeachment, election 

furor, prolonged urban riots 

and especially the health and  
economic effects from this 

year’s COVID-19 pandemic, 

(and we’re not finished with 

this “wonderful” year yet).  
     We in SPA are doing our 

best to intelligently salvage 

this year’s contest season by 

observing common sense 

“social distancing” and mask 

guidelines at our events.  

Keep it up and stay safe! 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT –  Jeff  Owens 

 
      We are certainly not where we thought we would be regarding our competition season this 

year! The best that one can say is that we have had two contests thus far – one in the East and 

one in the West. Those who flew in those contests reported that good times were had. 
      The biggest news that has occurred since my last column is the vote on the retract proposal. 

With 122 SPA members (71 Members and 51 Life Members), the vote was 40 YES and 24 NO, 

so, that means that the prohibition against using retracts in all classes above Novice has now 

been removed. Of course, what that means in practice is that one has the option to use  
retracts – or not. In my case, I have six SPA airplanes (Cutlass, Dirty Birdy, Curare, Kaos, Daddy Rabbit, and 

Kwik Fli III) , none of which are set up for retracts. I do not plan on retrofitting any of these with retracts. I 

am also building a Dirty Birdy which has been fitted with fixed gear and I don’t see much point in rebuilding 

the wing. And I have a Miss Norway for which the fuselage and tail feathers are built – no decision yet on 

whether or not to install retracts. Some folks who have retracts installed in their SPA airplanes have  
reported little performance difference whether they are up or down. And Wayne Galligan has expressed 

the opinion that using light, thin wheels reduces the drag to the point that there is no performance penalty 

for using fixed gear that he can detect (much like the Diamond and Cirrus fixed gear full scale aircraft.) But I 

certainly understand those who enjoy the “cool factor” associated with sucking up the gear. I, too, enjoy 

that when flying my 32 year old Bridi Escape! It all comes down to personal preference and a trade-off: the  
complication and weight of the retract installation and maintenance, versus the cool factor. 

Even with this vote I am sure that the discussions will continue – just like the high wing versus low wing 

(Cessna versus Piper) discussions for full scale aircraft. There never has been a universally accepted  

resolution to that one! 
       Well, I finally have gotten out to the flying field! The grass is filling in nicely on the new field and the 

sand has pretty much been worked in. It is much more open than our last field and so far the flying site 

looks very promising. So does my new Daddy Rabbit! I now have 21 flights on it and I can say that it flies 

very well. Some of the maneuvers have the same defects that were observed with my other planes. 

Hmmm…..must be the pilot, not the plane! It does seem to do the Avalanche better than my other planes. 

And the rolls are sweet – hardly any elevator correction needed. Now, I just need more practice! 
       Another item on the agenda concerns the pattern sequences for next year. The Pattern Committee 

this time around will be Pat Ensign, Jim Johns, Jimmy Russell, and me. The deliberations are made a bit more  
complicated this year by the looming 400 foot FAA limitation on RC aircraft altitude. For clubs in the Dallas-

Fort Worth area this is a worry since several are located under the DFW Class B airspace. Accordingly,  

flying maneuvers that have a large vertical component may pose a problem. The Committee is actively  

examining options that will lower our maneuver profile.  

      Also, please remember that this is an election year for the Offices of President, Vice-President,  

Secretary/Treasurer, and the two elected representatives to the Board of Directors. 
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SPA Retracts Vote Summarized 

Summary of Action Taken: Our SPA membership has just 

voted to remove the long-standing rule disallowing retractable landing 
gear (tuned pipes are still taboo, at least for the moment), in SPA planes 

that has been in effect from the very beginning.  The results show 64 out 

of 122 eligible members voted. The vote was 40-YES and 24 NO.  
     As a refresher, SPA founder Mickey Walker’s original concept was to 

take the complexity and expense of non-essential technology out of the  
competition equation, (like AMA’s NOVICE class) by expanding it to all 

classes. This made things simple, and leveled the playing field removing the 

pressure to invest a lot of money in order to be competitive.   
     As an active member of SPA for fifteen years now, and being on the 

Board of Directors for over ten as newsletter editor, I have often  
defended Mickey’s original concept and the thinking behind it to retract advocates.  My first two articles for Model 

Aviation promoted SPA and the concept of “simple and inexpensive” that Mickey envisioned back in 1991. So why 

vote now on changing the rules?  1) Tech-wise, modern retracts aren’t as complicated or expensive as they once 

were, thus the need to ban them was increasingly being questioned. 2) Although Mickey’s original concept worked well 

for a long time, over the past few years, the truth is attendance at our events has dropped to the point where 

SPA’s long-term future could be in question!  Pilots have so many options available from Cubs to jets, to ‘copters.  

We’re hoping for a larger part of the “pattern pie” by allowing retracts—we’ll see how much of a difference it makes.   
     Since retracts aren’t fool-proof, and have their own negatives, it’s now up to each pilot to choose to use them or 

(like Jeff), not.  There are weight concerns and they are less forgiving than traditional wire gear to rough landings. Over 

time we’ll need to review the effects of the rule change, and if it really improved things all that much in the end.  
     Unfortunately after every major rule change in the past, we have lost members in protest.  I sincerely hope this rule 

change will not provoke a similar reaction, and that everyone will first consider how much fun SPA is for all of us. Give 

the rule change a chance to work. As Jeff says in his editorial, performance with wheels up or down is very similar. The 

difference is mostly a “cool factor” thing, not a performance increase that makes planes without them less competitive. 

I’ve been at contests where retracted and non-retracted planes fly back to back. Performance differences are minimal.    
     There is one other factor in favor of the change. We must honestly admit the undeniable fact that all of the later 

model planes we routinely fly were originally designed for retracts, not the other way around.     

The vote: These percentages are of the total number of votes cast.  
 52.5% of all eligible members voted (64 of 122) 
 47% of Life members voted 
 56.3% of annual members voted 
     Only slightly more than half of our members voted in spite 

of the fact the vote was promoted on the Discussion List and 

in the newsletter, and Jim made the voting process very easy, 

(thanks Jim).  There were “pro” and “con” statements in the 

last newsletter and an adequate time window for voting with 

email reminders of when the vote would end.  It is more  

understandable that Life members had a lower voting  
percentage because some have left SPA.  It’s harder to understand the low voting percentage of Annual Members who 

pay their dues each season.  Just 56.3% of these members voted as well.  If you 

were an eligible voting member and didn’t 

participate in the vote, it is assumed that 

you were neutral, and the vote didn’t  

matter that much one way or the other. 

By Duane Wilson 

Modern shock-absorbing retracts (above 

and right) will replace what remained of 

the very early DeBolt electric retracts 

(left), originally found on this beautiful 

1963 state-of-the-art Tom Brett “Cirrus” 

Tom Brett’s 

1963 Cirrus 
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Greater Southwest Aeromodelers  

Spring 2020 Contest  

      15 pilots gathered at the 
Greater Southwest Aeromodelers 

club field on June 27 2020 for the 

first contest of the year for the 

SPA West division. “Adversity” is 

the word I’d use to describe the 

whole process, and our pilots 

showed their spirit. The GSW 

field was attacked by feral hogs 

only a month before the contest 

and barely repaired in time.  

     Rainstorms left puddles on 

the field 2 days before, but a day 

of bright sunshine took care of 

them. Texas’s measures in  

response to Covid 19 made the 

possibility of the contest  

uncertain and forced pilots to 

consider the risks of attending. 

The day of the contest was hot and windy with gusty rollers wreaking havoc on our landings. The contest itself was a 

day of attrition, with multiple models not able to finish. Sam Corlett lost his plane to a radio failure, Co-CD Paul May-

han dropped out after round one with a wing mount failure, Ken Knotts lost his Curare in practice the day before but 

was able to compete with a backup plane, and CD Wayne Galligan had a wing tube failure but was able to finish with a 

backup plane. Then the scorekeeper was unable to attend due to a health issue, so co-CD Paul Mayhan took on scor-

ing duties with some much-appreciated help from Jason Nowicki who normally flies novice but chose not to compete 

on this day. Pilots fought the wind and sun to get in 4 rounds by 2:30 in the afternoon. Those finishing with winning 

scores earned them! 

The contest saw one new pilot trying out SPA with Daniel Boamah taking ad-

vantage of the “any plane” rule for novice class. He flew his Sbach 342 quite 

capably. While he wasn’t eligible for an award due to the engine rule, Daniel 

shows promise as a future competitor in the higher classes. Keith Maddox, 

the only other novice competitor, has shown significant improvement in his 

flying since last year and took home first place. 

Sportsman was the biggest division in SPA West 4 years ago, but most have 

moved up. So it came down to SPA Vice President Frank Cox and Nathan 

Haycock. Frank chose not to fly in the windy conditions, so Nathan took it 

with some still quality flying. 

      Advanced class consisted of 3 longtime aerobatic pilots. With Paul Mayhan  

dropping out after round 1, it was a tight contest for first and second with Chris 

Berardi edging out Eddie Bernaldez for the award. 

      Expert class saw the most intense competition with 5 very capable competitors. 

17 year old Sam F Corlett competed against his father Sam Corlett for the first time, 

choosing to move up to Expert class only a week before the contest. Kudos to 

young Sam for taking on the challenge and congratulations on your third place finish! 

Todd Blose took home the gold in Expert with some phenomenal flying. 

     The two Senior Expert pilots put on a good show as well with Danny Jackson edging out Ken Knotts for the title. 

Watching pilots who have been flying RC for 40-50 years shows a comfort and perspective that is unattainable any 

other way. I think we all hope to be flying as well at that age as both of these guys do. 

The day ended with raffle prizes and congratulations all around for competitors. Many thanks to our sponsors Roy’s 

Hobby Shop, RTL Fasteners, and F3A Unlimited for prizes. I look forward to our next event. 

 

The 2020 GSW Pilots  L-R ((Kneeling): Daniel Boamah, Jason Nowicki, Keith Maddox, 

Sam F Corlett, Billy LawL-R (Standing): Ken Knotts, unknown, Mrs. Boamah, unknown, 

Chris Berardi, Frank Cox, Sam Corlett, Dave Dingman, Wayne Galligan, Todd Blose, 

Eddie Bernaldez, Danny Jackson, Nathan Haycock, Paul Mayhan, Charissa Mayhan 

https://seniorpattern.com/results/2020/Images/GSW/jAlbum/
https://seniorpattern.com/results/2020/Images/GSW/jAlbum/index.html
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Dueling Corletts 

(Left) 

 Sam F”s Kaos 

 Sam’s Intruder 

 Wayne  

     Galligan’s  

     Intruder (Original) 

(Bottom Left) 

 Todd Blose’s 

      Tarman IV 

 Dave Dingman’s 

     Curare 

 Ken Knott’s 

     E-Curare 

 

Sam F Sam 

Todd 

Blose 

Dave Dingman Ken Knotts 
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     This has been an amazingly bad year with one thing after another disrupting normal activities for all of us; 

most of the grief is the direct result of the spread of CIVID-19 and its effect on the health of the nation, and the re-

sulting economic crash as we “shut down” in an effort to “flatten the curve”. We were all confined to our homes for 

weeks which turned to months except for essential trips.  Now we face an agonizingly slow reopening period with the 

virus ramping up as we open up. “Flattening the curve” also prolongs the curve. It takes the wisdom of Solomon to 

know just how to reopen-what should we do, and how should we do it?  Within SPA, six of our contests have been 

cancelled so far with the East-West Shootout being the latest casualty. 

     In spite of that, West has managed to hold its first contest, and this past weekend the Johnson City RC club staged 

the East’s first event of 2020--their first-ever contest!  This event almost wasn’t however as CD Jerry Black wrestled 

with the final decision.  First I heard that he had decided to cancel it, but later that same day, things changed and they 

were indeed going ahead.  Apparently, Dave Phillips can be very persuasive and pushed it over the top; everyone at-

tending was glad he did so that (late in July), our Eastern season could begin. Those who chose to sit-out this event, 

we know how much you wanted to come, and we understand that whether to come or not is a highly individual and  

personal decision—just know that you were missed. 

     Vic Koenig and Jerry Black were lobbied a long time for a contest but factors never quite worked out. This year  

however, Dan Jackson was club president, Jerry became a CD, and most importantly, many TALENTED club members 

came forward to volunteer.  The club just put on a first-rate contest on its first try right out of the box!  You can tell 

by just talking to the club officers that they were proud of their club and enthusiastic about holding this first event. 

     Critical to success of any contest is the computer scorer, and the club’s Doug Lindauer, (who also participated in 

Novice), studied up on the computer program, and worked by phone with Jim Johns.  He was a quick study and along 

with assistant Nick Nicadimus did a fantastic job! 

     As people arrived to practice on Friday there were a lot of “flying elbows” instead of handshakes and hugs.  Not 

everyone wore masks 100% of the time, but many did, and everyone was practicing more “social distancing” than 

usual.  People were needing to get out, visit, and most of all, compete; they were more than willing to do what was 

necessary to make this event happen, and for it to be successful. There was an almost palpable atmosphere of  

happiness and good will to be back flying again, with lots of smiles, (under the masks) on the faces of the twelve  

participants.  People came all the way from Mississippi, Florida, and other far-off locations to be there. Personally, I just 

got my first three flights of the season in and I’m not ready for “prime time”, but came just to judge and help out.  

1st Johnson City, Tn Contest 

The Pilots 

L-R: Ken Blackwell, Warren Oliver, Jamie Strong, Bill Dodge, Robert Basham, Vic Koenig, Dave Phillips, Dan Jackson,  

Norman Bonnette, Ken VandenBosch, Terry Boston, CD Jerry Black & Doug Lindauer 
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     To quote Jamie and Dave Phillips, (both seemed more excited and upbeat than usual :) 

 

 What a treat to travel a bit and contest fly to boot. Great bunch of guys here and it appears we may be in the middle 

of us a new Bunch of SPA flyers. Super well-run contest and the site about as good as anyone I’ve seen. We were 

treated to donuts, water and soda of your choice this AM. One or 2 of the club members took on the scoring and did 

it like pros. What a Fantastic bunch of club members helping out just making things run even smoother.  Not one mis-

hap to my knowledge, and About even in each class. The social distancing worked like a champ, and if in close prox-

imity of another, up came the mask!!! Worked like a charm, and Jerry had spare mask for the talking! 
I totally agree with what you said Jamie! The club members were as excited about us being there as we were.  looks 

like we will have a new place to fly SPA for next year as well. Several of the guys were talking about doing it again for 

2021. Peggy and I got out and did some exploring around Historic Jonesborough !    (Oldest town in Tennessee) well 

worth the time.  Jerry's club members did an outstanding job on all aspects of the contest from the food, to keeping 

the lines running and I have to mention Doug Lindauer that did the scoring, first time to try it and it went off without a 

hitch!  The contest was run like they were OLD PROS. Great job guys. Last… I must add the club has some very nice 

give away prizes with the top prize being a very nice Yeti cooler being the top prize!! WE now have at home as Lucky 

Peggy did it again ... WOW that girl is lucky HaHa. 

 
Competition was close in several classes, especially ADVANCED and EXPERT as the lead seesawed back and forth 

depending on who won the round.  The quality of flying was good, but should improve further as the rest of the sea-

son (hopefully), progresses.  See the standings for the final numbers. 
This is far from Jerry’s first “rodeo”, and he along with Dan Jackson knew exactly what to do to make things run like 

“buttuh”.  We had four rounds in on Saturday (with highs in the mid-90s and light winds), before 2pm, and on Sun-

day, the weather was great and the remaining two rounds were finished around 10:30.  Jerry invited the media out, 

and two different local television stations came out and did great local coverage, (see links).   

     The Johnson City club is the home base of long-time SPAers Jerry Black Vic Koenig.  They have obviously been 

excellent goodwill ambassadors for SPA since they have recruited at least 5-6 other pilots from their club into the 

SPA fold over time, including JCRC President Dan Jackson.  That’s an enviable record for our other home clubs to 

try to emulate.  Things went well enough at this first JCRC event that our general impression is that this contest was 

only the first of many and that Johnson City may well become a regular stop on the future SPA contest circuit!  

Thanks Jerry, Dan and JCRC for a great first 2020 event. 

NOVICE  

Douglas Lindauer 4000 

Norm Bonnette 3923 

SPORTSMAN  

Ken VandenBosch 3989 

Vic Koenig 3838 

Robert Basham 3703 

ADVANCED  

Terry Boston 3986 

Ken Blackwell 3930 

Bill Dodge 1192 

EXPERT  

Warren Oliver 3999 

Jamie Strong 3996 

SR EXPERT  

Jerry Black 4000 

Dave Phillips 2803 

1st time Scorekeeper Doug Lindauer (R) did  

a great job with help from Nick Nicadimus 

JCRC volunteers cooking lunch. Having 

willing volunteers makes a contest possible 

(Left) The award 

winners!!! 
Flying was pretty 

good for the first 

contest of the  
season. Too many 

“media” paparazzi 

causes the winners 

to wonder which  

camera to look at. 

https://seniorpattern.com/results/2020/Images/JCRC/jAlbum/
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Club member David Jones. All club 

members had a great attitude  
towards the contest, but the shirt 

makes the picture! 

Florida’s Ken and Dee VandenBosch visit with Peggy Phillips between Badminton 

rounds, (no-just seeing if you’re paying attention.) Ken put in uniform flights to 

take first in Sportsman with Dee as caller and crew chief. (editor: Badminton  

rackets can serve a very useful purpose for SPA)! 

JCRC member Anthony Blair’s daughter Anastasia draws the raffle 

winners.  Lots of genuine Yetti products in the raffle. 

Judges Blackwell and Wilson finish up as JCRC 

President Dan Jackson collects scoring sheets 

Raffle main 

prize winners 

(lucky) Peggy 
Phillis (left) 

and Warren 

Oliver (right). 
Peggy won the 

big Yeti cooler 

and Warren 

the F4U  

Corsair. 

 
Jerry Black ran 

a great contest 

with the help 

of talented 

JCRC club  

volunteers 
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1948 – Lockheed designs the T-33 dual seat trainer aircraft to help pilots learn to fly the P-80 “Shooting Star” (single seat)  

           combat aircraft. 

1953 – This particular aircraft (tail number 52-6009) is built. 

1964 – T-33 #52-6009) was transferred to NASA, painted white and given NASA logos. It transported astronauts between  

           Cape Canaveral, Florida and Houston, Texas.  Astronauts had practice constantly during their astronaut training, and this 

           was one of the airplanes that kept them flying! One of the notable pilots to fly our aircraft was one of the original 7  

           Mercury astronauts, Gus Grissom (who was tragically killed in a fire on an Apollo I test). 

1966 – The aircraft (Tail number 52-6009) was delivered to the Tri-Cities Airport in April.  Thereafter the aircraft was mounted 

            in Kiwanis Park and dedicated. 

1986 – Due to vandalism the aircraft is moved to the Boys Club location on West Market Street. It was moved to different  

             places on the property and its condition gradually deteriorated. 

1995 – T-33 is moved across the street and stored behind the National Guard Armory. 

1997 – Team leader, Ed Fennell started the restoration process with a simple question asked of the Johnson City Police Chief,  

           Ron Street namely “What ever happened to the airplane that used to be at the Kiwanis Park?” “Oh it's behind the  

           National Guard Armory”, the chief answered. 

1997 – Christmas, Ed saw Colonel Harry Gibson of the Tennessee Army National Guard and talk got around to the T-33. Gibson 

           explained that the Air Force had sent orders to destroy the aircraft.  Ed then asked his fellow members of the 

           Johnson City Radio Controllers if they were interested in restoring the T-33 and if they would commit to what was  

          obviously going to be a long-range task. After they showed interest, Ed then discussed the intended project with Johnson 

          City Manager John Campbell, as the city was the official caretaker of the aircraft. Campbell said, “If you guys are willing 

          to clean it up I am willing to support it.” A formal request was placed to the Air Force who gave the group two years to 

          restore the T-33. 

1998 – Mounting posts for the plane at Bowser Ridge were finished in February. The aircraft is mounted in May. In August Ed           

 Fennell goes to Tucson, Arizona, and picks up a new canopy and wing tanks.   

1999 – The airplane is sandblasted down to bare metal and re-riveting of the airframe begins.  

2000 – The metal work and painting is completed. Re-stenciling begins in April and landscaping is completed on June 2nd. The  

           T-33 is re-dedicated at the Bowser Ridge Model Airport on June 3rd.  

2012 – During the Spring Work Day, a new information board was erected nearby in order to display the history of our T-33.   

THE JOHNSON CITY T-33; HOW WE SAVED OUR JET! 

When turning onto the JCRC grounds, the first thing you see is their impressive Lockheed T-33  
displayed at the entrance. It’s impressive and certainly gets your attention.  Needless to say, not every 

RC club can claim to have a classic USAF jet on their flying site.  It is a monument to aviation that the 

club worked hard and long to get.  As aircraft aficionados, I thought our readers might enjoy the story 

of the plane’s history, and how the club acquired theirs. Much thanks goes to Anthony K. Hall JCRC 

Treasurer and Chairman of the Board of Directors for the detailed info on their T-33 
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April--not for faint of heart 

           LOCKHEED T-33A SHOOTING STAR or T-BIRD 
     The two-place T-33 jet was designed for training pilots to fly the P-80 fighter.  The P-80 was the first Air Force 

aircraft to fly faster than 500 mph in level flight. It was developed from the single-seat F-80 fighter by lengthening the 

fuselage about three feet to accommodate a second cockpit.  The aircraft was designed by Clarence “Kelly” Johnson of 

the Lockheed Corporation. 
     The F-80 was designed to fly against the German ME-262 jet fighter in the latter days of World War 2.  The War 

Department decided that the aircraft was not needed in Europe as Nazi Germany war machine was collapsing.  The 

addition of a new US fighter would have complicated our supplies and push to crush Axis forces in Europe.  

     The T-33 made its first flight in 1948. Production continued until 1959 with 5,691 T-33s built. In addition to its use 

as a trainer, the T-33 has been used for such tasks as drone director and target towing, and in some countries even as 

a combat aircraft. The RT-33A, a reconnaissance version made primarily for use by foreign countries, had a camera 

installed in the nose and additional equipment in the rear cockpit.  
     During the 1960’s, NASA used the T-33 to move Astronauts around the country in order to promote the space 

program.  This process also secured the Astronauts their military flight pay (which they would have lost without  
acuminating monthly flight hours) because they did not receive any extra pay to sit on top of extremely dangerous 

rockets.  Being perched on top of an extremely explosive rocket (that failed more often than not) was considered a 

normal part of the job. 

     The T-33 is one of the world's best-known aircraft, having served with the air forces of more than 20 different  

nations over several decades.  

TECHNICAL NOTES:    P-80 

“SHOOTING STAR” 
            Manufacturer:  Lockheed Corporation 

            Designer:  Clarence “Kelly” Johnson  
Crew:               One 

First Flight:  8 January 1944. 

Length:              34 ft. 5 in  

Wingspan:   38 ft. 9 in  

Height:   11 ft. 3 in  

Empty weight:  8,420 lb.  

Gross weight:  12,200 lb.   

Max takeoff weight:  16,856 lb.  

 

Performance  

Maximum speed:594 mph Mach 0.76 at sea level 

Service ceiling:  46,800 ft   

Range:   825 mi (717 nautical miles) 

 

T-33 “T-BIRD”, TRAINER. 
 

 Crew:             Two  

 First Flight:            22 March 1948. 

 Length:             37 ft. 9 in  

 Wingspan:             38 ft. 10.5 in 

 Height:             11 ft. 8 in  

 Empty weight:   8,365 lb. 

 Gross weight:   12,071 lb. 

 Max takeoff weight:  15,061 lb. 

 

 Performance 

 Maximum speed:  600 mph at sea level  

 

U.S. Air Force Lockheed P-80A-1-LO 

Shooting Star (s/n 44-85004) in flight. 
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THE T-33 DESIGNER 

Lockheed Aviation Legend 
 The T-33 and P-80 were designed and built 

by Lockheed and designed by their  

famous engineer Mr. Clarence “Kelly” 

Johnson (Feb 27,1910 – Dec 21,1990).  

    While attending grade school in Michigan, 

he was ridiculed for his name, Clarence. 

Some boys started calling him "Clara". One 

morning while waiting in line to get into a 

classroom, one boy started with the normal 

routine of calling him "Clara". Johnson tripped him so hard the  boy broke 

a leg. The boys then decided that he was not a "Clara" after all, and started  

calling him "Kelly". The nickname came from the popular song at the time, 

"Kelly With the Green Neck Tie".  Henceforth, he was always known as 

"Kelly" Johnson. 

     As World War II approached, he helped Lockheed design the P-38, 

America's first 400 mph airplane. After assignments as flight test engineer, 

stress analyst, aerodynamicist, weight engineer, he became chief research 

engineer in 1938. In 1952, Johnson was named chief engineer of Lockheed's 

Burbank, California plant.  When the office of corporate vice president  

research and development was established in 1956, he was chosen for the post. He became vice President-Advanced 

Development Projects (ADP) (aka the Skunk Works) in 1958, a member of the board of directors in 1964 and a  

senior vice president of the corporation in 1969.  

The Skunk Works birth: During World War II, Johnson set up the “Skunk Works” after receiving  
approval from the U.S. Air Corps to build a jet fighter(the F-80 Shooting Star). Johnson recalls, "At the time, space was 

scarce because Lockheed was busy building about 28 planes a day out of their factory." So Johnson had a new space 

created for him in the old China Factory plant at B-1 next to a wind tunnel using engine packing boxes for walls and a 

circus tent for a roof. Under these conditions, he laid out a design for a new fighter for an Air Corps competition. It 

won.  It became the F-80 Shooting Star. Security was so tight on the project; people around Lockheed began  to  
wonder what Johnson was doing in his makeshift 

headquarters.   The headquarters building was  
located in an industrial park that also contained a 

chemical plant that regularly vented foul chemical 

smells.  One day, someone suggested he was stirring 

up some sort of brew....evoking images of the Kicka-

poo Joy Juice, made by Al Capp's popular hillbilly 

comic strip (published 1943-1977). According to 

the comic strip, scores of locals were done in yearly 

by the toxic fumes of the concentrated "skonk oil", 

which was brewed and barreled daily in the “Skonk Works. The “skonk oil” was made by grinding dead skunks and 

worn shoes into a smoldering still, for some mysterious, unspecified purpose.   When the name leaked out, Lockheed 

ordered it changed to "Skunk Works" to avoid potential legal trouble over use of a copyrighted term. The Name 

"Skunk Works" stuck. And so did the Skunk Works reputation for building advanced aircraft under super-secret 

conditions. Kelly later on built the first U-2 spy plane in a mere eight months!                                                                                       

Johnson’s retirement: Lockheed Corporate President Carl Kotchian summarized Mr. Johnson's  

career as follows:  Carl described Kelly's early accomplishments; the P-38 Lightening; the Hudson Bomber and the  
XP-80 Shooting Star. He went on to say:  "But these are only crumbs from the cake of Kelly's genius. He has per-

formed Herculean tasks many, many times since...always living up to his motto: "Be quick, be quiet, and be on time". 

Kelly may be the most honored engineer in history, but many of the things he has done for his country will never be 

told.  Kelly Johnson played a leading role in the design of over forty aircraft and acquiring a reputation as one of the 

most talented and prolific aircraft design engineers in the history of aviation. 

Kelly Johnson with model of the P-80. 

Johnson standing in front of a U-2 and an YF-12 Interceptor 

 (The SR-71 Blackbird’s precursor). 
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Like everything else this year, our SPA schedule of 

events has seen a lot of changes, and more may be on the 

horizon depending on COVID-19 circumstances.  Be sure to 

keep a sharp eye out on the contest schedule tab of the 

SPA website.  Changes will show up there first, then will 

be posted on the Discussion List.  So let’s hope for the best 

for the rest of the season, and keep on 

  

SOCIAL DISTANCING and MASK-WEARING.   
 

As of early August, this is how things stand:  

SPA West Schedule 

Date Event & Contest Director Location 

Sept 12 
Wichita Falls R/C Club  
Tony Breyen & Pat Ensign  CDs 

Wichita Falls, 
TX 

Oct 3 
Waco Area SPA 

Todd Blose CD 
Waco, TX 

Oct 24-25 
West Championships 
Thunderbird Field 
Ken Knotts CD 

Benbrook, TX 

SPA East Schedule 

Date Event & Contest Director Location 

Aug 15-16 NEW!!      South Georgia SPA 

(At Mac Hodges)   Dave Phillips CD 
Americus, GA 

Sept 19-20 
CMJ Roberta SPA 
Greg Hoke CD 

Roberta, GA 

Oct 17-18 
2020 East Masters 

Jamie Strong CD 
Prattville, AL 
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SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

 

   Name______________________________________________________________ 

 

   Street Address______________________________________________________ 

 

   City______________________    State___________________  Zip____________ 

 

   Date of Birth:______—_______—________ AMA Number ________________ 

 

   Telephone (_____)_________________ E-Mail ____________________________ 

 

Mail this form along with check/money order made out to The Senior Pattern Association for $20.00 to:   

Jim Johns 85 Hodge Rd. Dutton, AL 35744 

 

 

 

 

Jim Johns 

85 Hodge Rd 

Dutton, AL 35744 

  

 COME       

VISIT  

OUR 

WEBSITE 

 
 @ 

 

www. 

seniorpattern. 
com 

 

 
 

www.seniorpattern.com 

 

 

 


